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Experience the best fly fishing in Argentina with Patagonia River 

Guides (PRG). Guests of PRG have the opportunity to enjoy the most 

comprehensive fly fishing programs from over ten diverse lodging 

choices across the three most productive regions of Patagonia, 

Argentina – Esquel, Rio Pico and San Martin de los Andes. Every trip 

is customized according to the anglers’ needs and desires, and trips 

as short as three days or as long as three weeks are easily executed. 

The PRG experience is a unique blend of inspiring waters, varied 

fishing, beautiful scenery, interesting culture, lasting friendships and 

unrivaled service, complemented by gourmet and regional cuisine, 

delicious wines and first-class accommodations. There are few 

places in the world where you can enjoy the diversity and quality of 

fishing offered in Patagonia, but careful planning and execution are 

critical to getting the most out of your fly fishing trip. At PRG, our 

philosophy to fishing is straightforward: fish the best rivers, at the 

best times, with the best guides. On any given day, PRG’s guests could 

find themselves wading small freestone streams or spring creeks, 

floating bigger rivers from comfortable rafts or drift boats, stalking 

fish and sight fishing in gin-clear water or even spending a day in 

search of fish over ten pounds on our area still waters. Fish size and 

numbers depend on the type of water and the angler’s skill level, but 

we are confident that the quality, diversity and unparalleled beauty 

of our fisheries will not disappoint. Since we have so many options, 

extended stays are recommended in order to see and experience as 

much as possible in one, two or all three of our distinct regions.

ABOUT PATAGONIA RIVER GUIDES

Sincerely, 

Rance, Travis, and Alex

ALEX KNÜLLTRAVIS SMITHRANCE RATHIE
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 + 80,000 + acre private estancia in the Lanin National Park

 + Trophy brown trout destination

 + Cozy home atmosphere

 + Incredible scenery

 + 8 miles of private water on the estancia 

 + Wild and remote region of Patagonia with unspoiled nature

 + Intimate spring creek 

 + World-class wade fishing 

 + Exceptional lake fishing

TRES LAGOS SPECIAL AMENITIES

 + Horseback riding to fish on the estancia 

 + Exploration program

 + Hiking on the estancia 

 + Outdoor hot tub with unique views

TRES LAGOS HIGHLIGHTS

FAMILY FRIENDLY

COUPLES FRIENDLY

VARIETY & PRIVATE WATER

WIFI

REGIONAL CUISINE

HORSEBACK RIDING

HIKING

LODGE PROGRAMS

NON-ANGLING ACTIVITIESFLY FISHING

LODGE FEATURES

NON-ANGLING ACTIVITIES
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THE LODGE

THE LODGE AT ESTANCIA TRES LAGOS

Estancia Tres Lagos is a privately owned cattle ranch conveniently located just 40 miles 

southwest of San Martin de los Andes. Covering over 80,000 acres, it’s unique positioning just 

inside the Lanin National Park offers some of the most spectacular views in all of Northern 

Patagonia. The Fernandez Beschtedt family have been in the area for many generations and it 

shows. From the moment you enter the lodge, you’re welcomed like family. 

Three beautiful cabins surround the main house and overlook the Filo Hua Hum Lake. Each 

cabin features two rooms with an adjacent private bathroom. Guests here can enjoy quiet 

mornings as the sun rises and fills the valley with beautiful morning light. Then, after a long day 

on the river, grab a drink from the open bar and take a dip in the wonderfully rustic hot tub. 

There’s no better way to recharge for another day in this magical place.

There are also a number of activities available for those who have interests beyond the 

incredible fishing opportunities. Tres Lagos is the perfect place to take in the incredible scenery 

on horseback, go for a hike up the towering hillsides, paddle around one of the lakes, or go bird 

watching around the estancia.

A REMOTE AND AUTHENTIC LODGING EXPERIENCE
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FISHING PROGRAM

If you have a fishing bucket list, there’s a good chance that Tres Lagos Lodge is on it. If it isn’t, you 

should definitely reevaluate your list. Guests here have access to an incredible eight-mile section 

of the Filo Hua Hum River as it flows from Lago Nuevo and empties into Lago Filo Hua Hum. This 

stretch of river’s proximity to the lake makes it a world-class destination for truly trophy sized 

brown trout. The wade-only stretch provides anglers the opportunity to pick out individual fish 

to target against the light-colored bottom. While this stretch is not known for easy fishing or 

big numbers of landed trout, it’s the opportunity to catch the fish of a lifetime that makes this 

destination so remarkable. 

Lake Nuevo and Lake Filo Hua Hum, both nearby, are great locations for catching good numbers 

of rainbows along with the occasional large brown trout. These lakes provide a great back up 

plan for overcast or windy days when sight fishing is impossible on the river. In addition to the 

river and lakes, there is a natural spring creek that is located very close to the lodge. 

Each day, anglers will be matched with a professional guide and assistant guide. Be sure to 

communicate with managers and guides about your fishing preferences and desires throughout 

the week. Are you interested primarily in walk-and-wade or float trips or would you like to hike 

into the backcountry and explore off the beaten path? Let your guides know!

A SUMMARY OF FLY FISHING IN NORTHERN PATAGONIA

WADE FISHING: 

 + Filo Hua Hum River

 + Quieto Spring creek

FLOAT FISHING: 

 + Lago Falkner

 + Lago Nuevo 

 + Lago Filo Hua Hum
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PRE-TRIP ARRIVAL INFORMATION

TRANSFER TO THE ESTANCIA

You will be met at Chapelco or Bariloche Airport by your guide and transferred to Estancia Tres 

Lagos. The lodge is located about one and a half hours from Chapelco Airport and two hours 

from Bariloche airport (shuttle to and from Bariloche not included in the rate). You will split 

time on both paved and dirt roads experiencing some of the most scenic views in the area as 

you border the National Park.

WELCOME PACKET

You will be provided with a PRG welcome packet at the airport including the following items:

 +  Welcome folder with lodge 

information 

 + Assumption of risk

 + 1 envelope

 + PRG Notebook and Pen

 + Quality Scale Survey 

 +  PRG logo stickers

 + Fishing License

TRANSFER TO THE LODGE AND CHECKING IN

HOSTS

Family members Ginny, Tiky, Yamil and Camila will be your hosts at Tres Lagos. With their laid 

back but attentive attitudes, you will feel right at home from the moment you arrive. If you 

need anything, please speak to them and they will do their best to accommodate your request. 

CHECK-IN

Upon arrival, a member of the Fernandez Beschtedt family will be there to welcome you in, 

show you to your room and get you checked-in for your stay. It is important to ask them any 

questions you might have about your room or the cabin or any other aspect of the lodge. Make 

yourself at home and enjoy the peace and quiet!
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PRE-TRIP LODGING INFORMATION

FOOD AND BEVERAGE INFORMATION

Breakfast: A hearty breakfast is normally served around 8:30 a.m. Speak with your guides if 

you would prefer to eat earlier or later to ensure that you have a fresh breakfast ready for you. 

Lunch: Lunch can be arranged as a riverside picnic or you can also arrange to fish locally and 

return for lunch at the lodge. Check daily options with your guide and make a plan for lunch.   

Dinner: Dinners are normally served from 9:30 pm onwards, unless your group has arranged to 

eat earlier. We know it is later than you are accustomed to eating but this schedule allows for a 

full-day on the water and a little down-time before dinner. 

Dress Code and other tips: The lodge is very casual, but it is always good to clean up before 

dinner, especially if you are in a mixed group with other guests. There is no special dress code 

and clean fishing shirts are often standard. 

FOOD & BEVERAGE, GRATUITIES, LAUNDRY, ETC. 

BEVERAGE AT THE LODGE

Guests have access to a full bar throughout their stay. Please speak with the host if you can’t 

find your drink of preference. If you need more ice or prefer anything special, let them know. 

Cocktails are available from 7.00 pm until dinner.

DRINKS ON THE RIVER

Guides will pack bottled water, a few cans of soda, wine and several cans of beer each day to 

enjoy on the river. This is a standard selection based on average consumption, so please request 

anything special you might like to drink on the river and insist you have enough drinking water 

and ice to keep your drinks cold each day. 

DRINKING WATER

Drink bottled water supplied by your guide or by the lodge. Although the river and tap water 

is pure and clean, your digestive system might not be accustomed to it. Be sure to drink plenty 

of water throughout your stay as the air is very dry and you might get dehydrated.  
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ELECTRICITY

There is 220v, 24hrs a day mainly from hydro turbine. For backup they do have a Diesel generator 

during the day. In the event that the system fails we always suggest that you let us know if you 

need reliable permanent electricity as they may, if necessary, leave the generator ON during 

nights as well.

WI-FI

There is wi-fi at Tres Lagos with suitable for calls, emails, and streaming. 

 

LAUNDRY

Laundry is available and is charged $ 20 per bag. Please ask the lodge manager for instructions. 

CHECK-OUT

Check out is informal and the hosts will always be there to say farewell. From the estancia you 

will be driven to the airport according to your flight’s schedule or to another lodge for your 

next adventure. If you are flying out, be sure to give yourself plenty of time to pack and please 

leave all of your PRG fishing equipment with your guide. Completely empty your dry bag and 

look in your wader pouch for any smaller personal items. You should also look carefully in your 

room for any items you may have left behind.

GRATUITY

The suggested gratuity at Tres Lagos is between $30 and $50 per room per night. This can be 

given to the lodge host or manager.

As for the Guides, we recommend +/- 10% of the final cost of your trip to be divided between 

guides, assistant guides, and other PRG office employees who also work hard for your trip to 

be flawless. Some leave more and some leave less. The amount is totally up to you. These tips 

are pooled and divided with approximately 65% going to guides, 30% for the assistants, and 5% 

to other members of the team. You can place these tips in the PRG envelope provided in your 

welcome packet and give them to the head guide at the very end of your stay.

QUALITY SCALE SURVEY

Please fill out the quality scale survey provided in your welcome packet and seal it in an 

envelope. Please give the quality scale survey to the lodge manager or the head guide. Your 

input is invaluable and we value each and every one of your comments and suggestions. The 

more you tell us the more we can continue to improve our programs. 

EMERGENCY CONTACT
Please provide the following information to your loved ones and office:

EMAIL –Sandra Laurlund - prgnorth@patagoniariverguides.com

WHATSAPP TEXT/CALL –  Sandra Laurlund - +54 9 2972 434372

KICKING PLASTIC

PRG has teamed up with YETI Coolers to #kickplastic. During the season, we use as many as 

25,000 water bottles adding up to nearly 1000 pounds of plastic waste. As stewards of this in-

credible place, we feel an obligation to do our part both conserving and protecting our natural 

resources. Kicking plastic is an important step. Thanks in part to YETI’s generous contribution 

to our program, we are able to provide each guest with insulated and refillable water bottles for 

guided trips. Each guest will receive two 18oz. bottles each day. Guides have their own bottle 

and also carry an extra gallon of fresh cold water to refill bottles riverside, ensuring everyone 

has plenty of ice cold water each day.

mailto:prgnorth@patagoniariverguides.com
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PRE-TRIP FISHING EQUIPMENT

ESSENTIAL FISHING EQUIPMENT TO PACK FOR PATAGONIA

FISHING EQUIPMENT – WADERS, BOOTS, RODS AND REELS

If you have requested gear from PRG, we recommend to try on your waders and boots and 

make sure you have your rod and reel ready to go right away. If you want a quick casting lesson, 

ask one of the guides or assistants to help you. Each afternoon, guides will hang your waders 

and boots to dry. In the mornings, if you are fishing “locally”, it is recommended to put your 

waders on at the lodge as the drives are generally very short. If you are fishing outside of the 

property, assistant guides will pack your waders and boots in a “taco bag” and will load them 

on your guide’s truck along with your rod and reel.

FISHING EQUIPMENT – PERSONAL CLOTHING AND DRY BAG

Upon arrival at the lodge, you will be provided with a small dry bag. We recommend that you 

fill it with everything you might need for the week’s adventure. Pack for both warm and cold 

conditions and always have layers in your dry bag for any unforeseen weather changes. You can 

always leave extra clothing and equipment in the guide’s truck but most likely can’t go back to 

the lodge to get something without spoiling some of your fishing day. 

PACK THE FOLLOWING IN YOUR DRY BAG:

 + Fishing License (keep it in your dry bag!)

 + Rain Jacket

 + Fleece or puffball jacket and a mid-weight layer

 + Buff, sun gloves, sunscreen, lip sunscreen

 + Light weight stocking hat and fingerless gloves for cool weather

 + Your fishing gear: reels, extra lines, flies, tippet, lanyard, etc.

 + Recommended: extra socks, fleece pants, personal medicine, ibuprofen, small pack of wipes

 + Optional: sunglass cleaner, band aids, tape, flask, lighter, insect repellent, hand towel 

(from home!) and snacks you like from home
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http://www.patagoniariverguides.com

